Diagram 20.6
Feedback loops perpetuating non-sustainable society

Demand for more industry
Evolution of Legitimising and Supporting Mythology

Fear of unemployment, hence demand for
more work – ie industy
■
insurance – “security”
■

Belief in work as source
of communal wealth and right
to participate in society – ie
right to “income”.

Demand for “defence” and “law and order”
Demand for Laws

m Low quality of life
Huge international division

m Internal division
High levels of international conflict

M

Demand for “education” – ie credentials – so that
one can “win” over others – both internationally
and internally.

Belief that “democracy” acts in the public
interest and effectively controls leaders,
financiers, and public servants.

Demand that the “educational” system unarguably
legitimises the labelling of some as “able” and the
others as “undeserving”.

Belief in heirarchical accountability in
public institutions.

Increased likelihood of internal conflict

Belief that profits “trickle down”.

Destruction of the environment

Belief that “able” people contribute more
and merit more and that disproportionate
reward reflects disproportionate
contribution.

Destruction of the future

m High resource consumption

Unwillingness
to support
refusal to follow
government
direction.

Belief that the market mechanism
generates wealth, innovation, efficiency
and freedom.

Evolution of a society offering:

M

Castigation of
those who
challenge the
mythology and
seek to drop
out.

Restriction of educational goals, testing, promotion of
those least able to make own obsrvations and think
for themselves and most willing to echo authority.

Evolution of society in which availability of
“work” – ie access to livelihood – depends
on growth of:

Authoritarian
teaching in social
studies and science.

Belief that the money-based financial
system works.

Failure to challenge
authoritarian beliefs.
Lack of appreciation that:

“Defence” industrty
Car industry
Processed and packaged food industry

■

High GNP does not yield high quality of life.

■

Apparent costs and prices are mainly
determined by public servants, not market
mechanisms.

“Competitive market” and hierarcical
control of universities.

■

The market mechanism is the least effective
way of doing anything.

Government, industrial and
competitvely orientated individual
funding.

■

“Economic” costings externalise the most
important costs and fail to reward the most
important contributions.

■

Economic system does not engage with, never
mind deliver, the benefits people most
importantly want from it.

■

Money system is a fraud and a failure –
eg source of “loans” and absence of
international “debt”.

■

Image of what leaders, governments, banks
and international organisations are doing is
easily manipulated and largely controlled by
them.

■

The public service has largely failed to deliver
the desired benefits.

■

“Shortage of money” is no excuse for not
doing anything that needs to be done – and,
in particular, for not setting up “wasteful”
procedures to advance understanding, conduct
experiemtns, and introduce appropriate public
management arrangements.

■

Public servants are the most important
contributors to the quality of life.

Demand for government
activity.

Advertising industry
“Insurance” industry
Media
Drug-based health care
“Education” industry
and
“Privatisation” and “market” more generally

Departmental structure.

Authoritarian science.

Quest for profits,
power.

M

Absence of means of
restraining political
“leaders”, financiers,
TNCs.

Awareness of these are the main
motives for change – but they are still
very weak.

Direct action to influence:
■

propaganda

■

content

m Lesser motives for change.

* It would be possible to reduce these demands by
showing how an alternative society could offer
higher quality of life and security for all without
“industry” etc. AND how to get there.

Failure to recognise the need to create appropriate, open and enquiry
oriented arrangements to develop new ways of thinking about how
society could be run, and to collect the information and to develop the
tools required to do it.
Lack of support for conscientious objection to following government
objectives and initiating “parallel” activity.

Lack of awarebess of alternative ways of doing things including:
■
Unavailability of framework for thinking about alternative
organisational arrangements
■
Unavailability of tools required to run an alternative society
■
Unavailability of an appropriate concept of citizenship linked to
understanding of requisite organisational arrangements.
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